
Phases of the strong force and neutron stars (NSs)
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Simple equation of state
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Possibilities for the high-density NS equation of state
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Global properties from microphysics
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[ Özel & Freire 2016 ]
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composition, multi-body forces, …, reflected in the Equation of State (EoS)

EoS determines observables (mass, radius, …)



Tidal effects during a binary inspiral
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Tidal deformability parameter for ``realistic’’ NS matter 
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``I-Love-Q’’: approximate universal relations
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relations for appropriate dimensionless versions of parameters for  
 moment of inertial (I), tidally (Love) and rotationally induced quadrupole (Q)

E.g. data for rescaled Q vs. rescaled 𝝺, different EoS: 

Yagi & Yunes (2013)



Tidal deformability for exotic objects: boson stars
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Boson stars: configurations of complex scalar fields described by  

popular choices for           : 

M/R ≲ 0.16

M/R ≲ 0.35

c.f. neutron stars:       M/R ≲ 0.3 

       black holes:         M/R=0.5

compactness of resulting objects:

boson  
mass

self-interaction 
strength

(light ring at M~0.33R)



Tidal deformability for exotic objects: boson stars
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tidal deformability parameters for 

calculation and figures by Noah Sennett et al

weak coupling strong coupling



GW signals from black hole-neutron star binaries
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≈ point-masses

     (~ 104 cycles)


NS BH
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?

Numerical relativity (NR) data from F. Foucart, SXS collaboration



GW signals from double neutron star binaries
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NR data from T. Dietrich 
(AEI Postdam)


